ASK THE EXPERT
Disrupting to win — the business of adding
value through technology
Tania Mushtaq MARQIT
Question
Following the recent Financial Systems Inquiry, fintech is
something that banking and finance lawyers are talking
about. What is fintech, and what should banking and finance
lawyers know about it?

There is no doubt that we are living in a world where
clients are not only expecting expert legal advice but
also demanding value for money. This drove law firms
to shift to an innovative mindset. The status quo for law
firms of all sizes is no longer a state of rest, but a
momentary state of adjustment to new ways of providing top legal services. Clients are in control of their own
experiences and organisations — including law firms
and their clients, such as banks — have to deliver
innovative solutions in order to meet the world’s everchanging expectations. Since client loyalty is only as
good as a client’s last experience with a firm, and the
banking and finance industry has made it a priority to go
beyond just the product and offer relevant solutions,
banking and finance lawyers who can value added and
deliver desirable experiences are critical for client retention and acquisition. Given this scenario, banking and
finance lawyers need to disrupt themselves and recognise
that the rapid technological advances can play a big part
in delivering value added services to the constantly
connected omniscient clients, especially where the client
is a major financial institution.
For the banking and finance industry, new developments and innovations in financial services technology
(fintech) have exploded. Since 2008, there has been a
proliferation of fintech start-ups with their numbers
almost tripling globally in 2014.1 At the same time
global venture capital investment in fintech start-ups has
reached almost US$3 billion.2 These start-ups are focused
on developing innovative technologies for the banking
and finance industry creating an aggressively competitive landscape for the incumbents.
Fintech was in the spotlight following the release of
the final Financial Systems Inquiry (FSI) report. The
report had a focus on innovation in the financial services
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industry and it identified technology-related innovation
has the potential to transform the sector as long as policy
and regulatory settings were amended to ensure technological change was not hindered.3
Disruptive industries such as fintech are supposed to
find quicker, simpler ways of doing things, clearing out
the dead wood in the process. In Australia, banking and
finance industry is not on the back foot but fast becoming a proactive player in development of disruptive
technologies in order to future proof themselves. There
is an increased focus on identifying and addressing
client needs and delivering targeted solutions through
implementation of digital strategies. They are enabling
fintech start-ups in order to gain foresight into innovative technologies that can be snapped up ahead of
competitors to add value to the customers. Banking
lawyers have a significant opportunity here to join such
ventures, take advantage of the clients’ digital interaction and identify and implement relevant technologies
that will help them deliver more for less for an enhanced
customer experience.
As the banks are fast evolving from being immutable
to being agile and progressive, banking lawyers don’t
have much of an option but to evolve with the banks.
The new Stone and Chalk technology hub is evidence of
the financial industry’s commitment to innovation. Officially opening in May 2015, this hub provides fintech
start-ups subsidised rent and helps them investigate
venture capital opportunities. It is backed by some of
Australia’s largest financial institutions, technology giants,
retailers and also by one law firm, Allens. With over a
100 companies that can be classified as fintech start-ups
just in Sydney alone, this project will make a significant
contribution to the financial industry’s capabilities keeping it in step with the phenomenal rise in the global
fintech investment. Given the very nature of banking
lawyers work that involves piles of documents, endless
searches and information exchange, this opportunity will
help find and fund technologies that may deliver productivity gains, improve collaboration and allow diversification of services for a sustained competitive advantage.
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So which technologies should banking lawyers explore
and embrace? Technology that can help lawyers stay in
step with the evolving banking and finance industry goes
beyond document management and email. More than
ever before, lawyers need to stay relevant to their clients
to compete with the offerings of emerging non-legal
firms and future proof themselves. In order to do so, they
need to drill down into their clients’ needs in the context
of changing lifestyles, cost of living, increasing globalisation and mobilisation, technology preferences and their
social media behavior. While innovation in fintech will
continue to deliver technologies that will help financial
services and banking lawyers increase their billable
hours and reduce waste, there are several technologies
available today that can be leveraged to create significant competitive advantages. Here is my pick of three
technologies that cannot be underestimated when it
comes to delivering measurable results:
1. Analytics and customer data: There is a vast
range of CRM solutions that can be instrumental
in gathering and analysing client data. Analytics
form the bases of digital initiatives being embraced
and implemented by all major banks in Australia.
Gathering and analysing client data allows lawyers the capability to easily create and maintain a
clear view of clients right from the first meeting
through matter management and ongoing client
care. Analytics in this day and age are digital gold
because they provide actionable insights and reveal
clients’ behavioural patterns. These patterns are
valuable in development of innovative value added
offerings as well as sharing native content that
resonates with the clients. Understanding clients at
a granular level allows banking lawyers to tailor,
price and deliver their services to meet their
clients’ expectations which in turn results in retention and also acquisition through word of mouth.
2. Social media: Social media is a powerful tool.
Lawyers who understand and harness the formidable impact of social media are not only able to
reach audiences worldwide in real time, but they
are also able to attract the next generation of
clients. Moreover, when it comes to value for
money, social media is predominantly free. Platforms like Twitter allow lawyers to share valuable
and informative content with their followers with
minimal effort as well as interact with audiences
and gather information about customer sentiment.
The beauty of Twitter is that while links can be
shared in tweets, the message can only be deliv-
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ered in 140 characters making it easy to read
especially on mobile devices. Such platforms
allow lawyers to establish themselves as thought
leaders resulting in improved customer perception
of the firm. Social media platforms such as Facebook,
LinkedIn and Twitter, also provide detailed real
time analytics including the most viewed updates
and most active followers in order to recalibrate a
firm’s direction and messaging and identify lucrative opportunities, again with minimal cost.
3. Apps for workflows: Just like the rest of the world,
mobility is a reality for lawyers and it is fast
becoming the only way to get more done in less
time increasing billable time — which is what
every lawyer wants to do. It is important to
explore which apps can deliver the most value
when it comes to seamless flow of information
that is also secure. Apps like Whatsapp allow
secure collaboration because all communication
by default is encrypted, and this app is also
available at no charge. There are several other
apps on the market that may not be free but are
still affordable and available through a monthly or
annual subscription. Paid apps generally have
better functionality, do not contain advertising or
annoying banners popping up as work is being
done while connecting with other apps for seamless flow of information. Given that banking
lawyers are consistently reviewing and sharing
documents, apps that allow document annotation,
secure document signatures, sharing for comments
and secure storage in the cloud for access anywhere, anytime and from any device deliver tangible productivity gains all without the need to
print documents.
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